
Faraway Home by Marilyn Taylor p11-18 

INTRODUCTION: Predict from title, cover and illustrations what the novel is about 

and its genre. Vocabulary: historical fiction genre/title, author, publisher, date of 

publication ISBN(book number), blurb, setting, chief characters, dedication, 

recommendations. Fill details in printed sheet in novel copy.  

Chapters 1&2 Anchluss & Iron Ring p11-18: Look at chapter titles (Anschluss & Iron 

Ring) & predict. (Anschluss was the word given to the takeover of Austria by Germany 

before world War2)  Read p11-18. (Anchluss & Iron Ring)  

Afterwards in novel copy complete the following activities: 

 Record character list (minor/major).  

 Do outline drawing of Karl and record what you learned about his character 

inside it.  

 Do creating images I saw/I heard/I felt for the Anchluss scene.  

 How and where is fear inferred?  List five sentences where fear is inferred.  

 Think about and write your ideas for the headlines for a newspaper report on 

the Anchluss celebrations. 

 Record at least 5 new words and write meaning +sentence. Include key words: 

Anschluss, swastika, Nazi and three other new words. 

 Do Meet & Greet Karl. 

 Write 4 Clouds of Wonder. 

Chapters 3&4: Taken Away & Swastika p19-26 

Before reading on, retell story so far. “I was proud of your dear Opa, but so 

worried about him. He came back a changed man. They called it shell-shock.” She 

paused remembering. “It was a terrible, needless war.”  Reflect on Oma’s view of 

World War1. Do you agree or disagree with her. Are all wars needless? Revise key new 

words and their meanings.  

Look at chapter title (Taken Away &Swastika) & predict.  Read p19-26 (Taken Away & 

Swastika)  

Afterwards in novel copy complete the following activities: 

 In copy add to character list (minor/major).  

 Add to character page for Karl and record what you learned about his 

character.  

 Record at least 5 new words and write meaning +sentence.  

 How and where is fear inferred?  Add to fear inference sentence list from 

earlier chapters. 

 Write a newspaper report of the Anschluss parade. Remember whose 

perspective are you writing from? (Nazis or Jews?) Whose perspective is 

Marilyn Taylor writing from? Is she biased or objective? Do plan first. 

 Write a diary entry for Karl for the day &night up to page 22. 

 Meet & Greet Rosa.   

 Do outline drawing of Rosa and record what you learned about her character 

inside it.  

 

 

 



Chapters 5&6: Lisl & Return p27-33 

Before reading on, retell story so far. “New laws were ------. They had to sit in the 

rear sections of trams. ---- They had to sell their apartments and businesses to 

Nazis for next to nothing.”(see p25)Can you make any connections or comparisons? 

What is this an example of? Is there racism in the world today? Is there racism in 

Ireland?  

 Motion for Debate: “Racism is alive and well in the Ireland of 2020!”  

          Write points for Agree and Disagree. 

Read p27-33 (Lisl & Return).  
Afterwards in novel copy complete the following activities: 

 In copy add to character list (minor/major).  
 Add to character pages for Karl, Rosa and record what you learned about their 

character.  
 Record at least 5 new words and write meaning +sentence 

What’s your opinion of Lisl? Why do you think she behaved this way?  

 Do character profile for Lisl. 

 Write a diary entry for Karl for the day Lisl rejects him?  

  Do Clouds of Wonder exercise.  

 Meet & Greet Lisl.   

 

Chapters7&8: Kristallnacht, The Merry-go-round & Leaving) p34-43: 

Before reading on, retell story so far. Revise new vocabulary. Think about Rudi’s character 

before & after Dachau.  

 Record findings on Venn diagram in novel copy. 

Look at chapter title & predict: Kristallnacht, The Merry-go-round & Leaving.  

 Do a KWL chart of Jewish religion & associated vocabulary.  

 Read p34-43. Kristallnacht, The Merry-go-round & Leaving.  

 Record new words and write meaning +sentence 

 Think about and write your ideas for the headlines for a newspaper report on  

Kristallnacht.  Plan and writenewspaper report on Kristallnacht. (copy included) 

 First think about & then write out the words & phrases that show Karl’s family 

were frightened.  

 Draw a story board of about four pictures, showing the emotions Karl and his 

family are feeling.  

 Now read sheet SourceA1-A4 and compare these historical sources with what 

you have read in “Faraway Home”. 

 You must leave your home in a hurry and can only bring ten items with you. List 

them & justify choice.  

On completion of Unit 1 Anschluss! Karl & Rosa Vienna 1938:  

Write a summary of unit 1 

Check printed vocabulary sheet for unit 1 

Illustrate a scene from Unit 1 – Anschluss! Karl & Rosa Vienna 1938. Write out your 

favourite extract and explain choice. 

Congrats you have completed Unit 1. Remember neat work. Take pride in it. 


